
World Book Day: 

 

In preparation for World Book Day next week, you may wish to write a  book review about your 

favourite book or research your favourite author. Be ready to share your work with the class.  

 

 

Oak Class Homework 23.02.18 

 

 

 

This week the children have been adding and subtracting fractions (Year 4) and multiplying 

fractions (Year 5). In English they have written their own mnemonics to help them remember 

the order of the planets in our solar system. They have also created their own aliens based 

on what they have learnt about the planets to feature in their own science fiction story. In 

design and technology they designed their own satellite or rover and in science they made 

PowerPoint presentations explaining the seasons and why we have them.  

Values this term:      School – Integrity         Christian - Justice 

 

Homework  

 

Values 

Justice means more than making things fair.  

In order for people to live together well in a 

just community, it is important to have rules 

or laws that everybody sticks to. Imagine if 

there were no rules for children in school! 

As a family you may want to talk about: 

 Why it is important to have rules and 

laws 

 Rules or laws that you don’t think are 

just (or fair) 

 Family rules that you think are 

important 

 

 

          

 

Maths 

Use the following link to access games which will 

help you practise your skills in fractions and 

decimals https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-

games/7-11-years/fractions-and-decimals 

 

 

Times Tables 

 

Please practise the 4 and 8 times tables for a 

test next Thursday.  

 

English/Topic. 

 

Imagine… an alien space ship has crash landed in 

your back garden. Write a story about what 

happens next. You may want to borrow ideas 

from space stories or films you know well. 

Remember to use powerful vocabulary to bring 

your story (and your alien) to life! 

 

 

 

Spelling 

Children have been given spelling sheets 

with spellings from the National 

Curriculum spelling list. They will be 

tested on them on Thursday. 
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